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Lucia Di Cecca <international@conservatorio-frosinone.it>

RE: Erasmus+ staff training with Atlantic Language Galway 

John DALY | Atlantic Galway <john.daly@atlantic.ac> 11 aprile 2022 14:14
A: Lucia Di Cecca - International <international@conservatorio-frosinone.it>

Dear Lucia,

 

Most of our students travel to Dublin airport which has the widest range of connections.

 

I’m happy to reassure you that Galway city is very easily accessible from Dublin airport; there is a coach service at the airport
which takes passengers directly from the airport to Galway in 2.5 hours. We recommend the coach company, CITYLINK; buses
leave on the hour throughout the day and tickets can be purchased in advance online. The bus stop is located in zone 13  just a
few minutes’ walk from Terminal 1 as you can see from the map below:

 

 

 

 

Shannon Airport and Knock Airport are located in the west of Ireland but they are much smaller and it may be hard to find a
convenient connection from your city.

 

I hope that’s ok. If you need any other information, please feel free to ask.

 

Kind regards,

 

Deirdre

 

 

 

Deirdre REDDINGTON DALY

Executive Assistant 

 

 deirdre.daly@atlantic.ac

+353-91-566 053

 

 

https://www.citylink.ie/routes
mailto:deirdre.daly@atlantic.ac
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www.atlantic.ac

contact@atlantic.ac

Fairgreen House 
Fairgreen Road Galway  H91 AXK8 
Ireland

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Lucia Di Cecca - International <international@conservatorio-frosinone.it>  
Sent: 11 April 2022 09:42 
To: John DALY | Atlantic Galway <john.daly@atlantic.ac> 
Subject: Re: Erasmus+ staff training with Atlantic Language Galway

 

[EXTERNAL EMAIL]

Dear Deirdre,

what is the best way to get to Galway by plane?

Thanks

Best

Lucia

Lucia Di Cecca

mobile: +39 340 3486034

e-mail: lucy.dicecca@gmail.com

 

International Relations Office

Conservatorio di Musica "L. Refice" - Frosinone

e-mail: international@conservatorio-frosinone.it

 

Piano Teacher

Conservatorio di Musica "S. Cecilia" - Roma

 

Informativa privacy

Ai sensi del Regolamento (UE) 2016/679 si precisa che le informazioni contenute in questo messaggio sono riservate e ad 
uso esclusivo del destinatario.

Qualora il messaggio in parola Le fosse pervenuto per errore, La preghiamo di eliminarlo senza copiarlo e di non 
inoltrarlo a terzi, dandocene gentilmente comunicazione.

Grazie.

Privacy Information

This message, for the Regulation (UE) 2016/679, may contain confidential and/or privileged information.

If you are not the addressee or authorized to receive this for the addressee, you must not use, copy, disclose or take 
any action based on this message or any information herein.

If you have received this message in error, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and delete this message.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Il 07/03/2022 17:13, John DALY | Atlantic Galway ha scritto:

Dear Lucia,

 

For students studying in Atlantic the most popular accommodation option is a room in a shared self-catering
apartment.
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